When Kane Elementary School turned to SFA to improve its reading scores, it got much more – a “life-changing event.”
THE CHALLENGE

Administrators of Pennsylvania’s Kane Elementary decided something needed to be done after the school’s scores dropped on the Pennsylvania System of School Assessment.

After visiting another Success for All school and doing independent research on the program, Kane was sold.

“The more we read about it, the more excited we got,” says Principal Linda Lorenzo. “It just seemed like a really good fit and something that we needed [to get] our scores moving in the right direction.”

THE SOLUTION

When Kane adopted SFA in fall 2011, Lorenzo was amazed to find that they were getting far more than a reading program. “That’s not what SFA is at all,” she says. After an inaugural year of “phenomenal results,” Kane is poised to build on its initial success and is excited to share its progress. Says Lorenzo, “I told my colleagues that SFA is a life-changing event.”

SFA offers a method of whole-school reform, with many built-in support systems for different areas of focus. Whether there are issues with parents, attendance, culture or various other learning barriers, SFA has resources in place to help students overcome them.

“Because of the 25 years of research in the program, there is nothing that has been forgotten or not thought of,” says Lorenzo. “That really helps me and the team as a whole to not feel like we are on our own, but that we’ve got some resources to lean on and make this a success.”

With Success for All’s Leading for Success Schoolwide Solutions teams, Kane now has a well-defined system with clear plans on how to address issues that hinder student achievement, such as attendance. “We’ve always had kids that didn’t do their homework, but we never really had a system before to assist them,” Lorenzo says.

The school has also renewed its focus on tactics to ensure that parents are involved in their children’s learning. For example, it hosted a parent-visitation night, where teachers shared information about the program and took an informal poll of parents’ comments to get them more involved.

THE CHANGES ACADEMICALLY HAVE BEEN PHENOMENAL.

STUDENTS ENCOURAGE EACH OTHER TO BRING HOMEWORK BACK. THOSE ARE JUST THINGS THAT A PRINCIPAL DREAMS OF.

LINDA LORENZO, Principal
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SUCCESS FOR ALL FOUNDATION
The Results

In the school’s first year with SFA, Kane saw a significant boost in reading scores. At the beginning of the 2011 school year, 52% of students were reading on or above grade level. By the end of the year, the number had increased to 65%.

“We had tremendous growth for our first year,” says Lorenzo, who noted that the 2012–13 year is also going well. “Already during the first quarter of this second year, we’ve made a 10% [gain].”

Lorenzo is pleased not only with the increase in reading scores, but also with the way SFA has spurred her development as an administrator. “I think I have done more growth in the last year than I had in the 10 previous years in my career. It’s just amazing.”

After Kane’s first year of schoolwide double-digit gains in reading, Lorenzo is confident that the school will continue to see academic-achievement gains. She’s observed that students are speaking to one another differently, writing better and holding one another accountable.

“The changes academically have been phenomenal,” she said. “They encourage each other to bring homework back. Those are just things a principal dreams of.”

In fact, Kane students “get what cooperative learning is all about,” Lorenzo explains, and they drive one another to excel using this key Success for All concept. Students encourage one another to read at home or in the school library and are excited to celebrate success collectively. “I really feel like the kids love it,” she said. “What we’ve done [since implementing SFA] is absolutely amazing.”